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About This Game

Monster Crown - Dark Monster Catching Game with True Crossbreeds

Monster Crown is an in-development indie title for the die-hards, the monster catching completionists - the battle masters.

Featuring a brand new dynamic breeding system and a deep story in a world filled to the brim with optional content. Offer
contracts to dangerous beasts and breed them to create new species. Travel across Crown Island with your Monsters as you work

toward stopping an underground plan to revive the sadistic Philosopher Kings and return them to their thrones

Featuring

  200+ Monsters to Collect

  Countless Combinations to Breed

  A Sprawling, Wild World

  A Deep, Dark Story
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  Online Battling/Trading
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Title: Monster Crown
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Studio Aurum
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: When the game is ready for release
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Private Beta Update:
Hello Tamers!

Tomorrow (Friday, March 8th) we'll be launching our Monster Crown Private Beta to the Monster Designer tier backers! The
Beta covers the first two chapters of the game.

The game is being tested & polished extensively, but we're looking for some hands-on time from fans to confirm we're on the
right track and the game feels and is as fun as it can be.

This is a big part of the reason there's no release date yet! Player feedback will be used to determine how close we are and if
additional work must be done to make the game fun, fair and balanced.

We're starting with the Kickstarter Monster Designers and, based on the results and feedback determine if and how we'll extend
this group to more Monster Tamers and possibly add additional chapters of the game to the Beta for your enjoyment.
. Kickstarter Anniversary Livestream:
Hi!

We had our Kickstarter Anniversary Livestream last night with guests, giveaways and new reveals!

Be sure to check it out below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kpNE4lu64M. November Kickstarter Update:
Our latest kickstarter update is here!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/236602931/monster-crown-monster-taming-game-with-true-crossb/posts/2358726

. Monster of the Week! Vult:
Check out our latest Monster of the Week!

Type: Will
Height: 4ft 6in
Weight: 148lbs
Life Expectancy: 30 yr
Strength: Mega Volt Power

Tucked away deep in an underground facility, Vult is rarely seen by outsiders. No records of the monster exist before recent
times, seemingly having sprung forth from the stray bolts of an overwhelming source of electrical power.

This monster is quite slow but can unleash a thunderous surge of lightning. They seem to have poor eyesight. As they slither
they drag their heavy heads along the ground lazily. Tamers are advised to resist leaning on Vult unnecessarily - while a rare
occurrence, the energy stored deep within them can travel through a human and diffuse into the ground unexpectedly, a feat
Vult seems to be unable to control consciously. This seems to happen less frequently as they age.
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Vult do not appear to age physically, but instead grow weak or strong depending on the frequency with which they are
commanded to let loose power.

Will Vult make your team?. Monster of the Week! Glacial:
Monster of the Week!

"As Glacial consumes more and more of the Glacier..."

Read more: http://crownsforum.bulletcpu.com/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=125
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